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The galvanic isolation of fibre optic transmission offers a distinct advantage in the
design of a telemetry system to meet intrinsic safety requirements. So far the usage
of fibre optics in instrumentation systems has been largely confined to the
implementation of point to point links due to the difficulties encountered in tapping
into an optical fibre. Recent developments in the use of intelligence within
instrumentation systems, however, have generally tended to concentrate on the
concept of multiplexed signal paths. The aim of the work here has been to realise
an intrinsically safe fibre optic multi-drop bus utilising an unbroken fibre as the
transmission path. The technique employed involves the modulation of Hght within
the fibre using an acoustic wave to vary the characteristics of a multi- mode fibre
resulting in a differential phase modulation of the propagating modes. Since the
system is unidirectional the use of two-way protocols is precluded and instead the
method adopted uses the technique of allowing collisions of data to occur on the
basis that they can be detected and the corrupted data can be subsequently ignored.
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1.1

Chapter 1
1.0 Introduction
This thesis describes a programme of research which has been partly funded by
Sieger limited of Poole. Siegers manufacture gas detection and alarm equipment
from basic gas sensors and transducers to complete control systems. One of their
major markets is the provision of environmental monitoring equipment for use in
mining, specifically coal mining and the equipment therefore has to conform to the
appropriate hazardous environment safety standards.

1.1 Hazardous Environment Instrumentation
The standards which apply to instrumentation systems are those applied to any
electrical installation where there is the risk of an explosive atmosphere, their aim
being to reduce the probability of damage or injury to an acceptable level. The
fundamental concept behind all the standards is that there should be two
independent, improbable events between a safe and an unsafe situation.
For an explosion to develop two things must occur simultaneously [1]:(1)

There must be a flammable mixture present between its lower explosive limit
(LEL) and its upper explosive limit (UEL) of sufficient volume to sustain
combustion.

(2)

There must be a source of energy sufficient to ignite the mixture.

The explosion risk can therefore be reduced by either allowing ignition but
preventing propagation or by preventing ignition (Figure 1.0). In Europe these
different design techniques are defined in a range of CENELEC standards published
in Britain as BS5501 "Electrical apparatus for potentially explosive atmospheres" [2].
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The only technique where ignition is permitted is explosion proof design
(EEx'd'[2A]) where any possible source of ignition is within an enclosure which can
withstand the pressure generated by an internal explosion. The joints of the
enclosure are made long and closely fitting to cool any resulting gas jet to the point
where it will not ignite any surrounding gases. The required "flame path" length and
permitted temperatures are related to the gas hazard present and for this reason
EEx'd' systems are categorised according to gas group. Gas group I corresponds to
firedamp (methane and low order hydrocarbons) found in mining, while gas group
II relates to the surface industries. Gas group II is itself sub-divided into three
subgroups IIA, IIB, IIC corresponding to the maximum experimental safe gap
(MESG) in flame paths or the minimum ignition current (MIC) for intrinsically safe
design. There is also a restriction placed on the maximum surface temperature
permitted on the system and this is given a T class 1-6 corresponding to the range
85°C (T6) to 450°C (Tl). These T classes apply to all the methods of protection.

The methods of ignition prevention are more diverse, Oil immersion (EEx'o'[2B]),
Sand filling (EEx'q'[2C]) and Encapsulation (EEx'm'[2D]) isolate any potential
ignition source from the potentially explosive atmosphere by a physical barrier, as
does pressurisation (EEx'p'[2E]) where the barrier is a constant gas flow away from
any ignition source. The other methods of ignition prevention are those based on
energy limitation. Increased safety (EEx'e'[2F]) systems are those where the
electrical circuits do not produce arcs or sparks in normal operation; terminal boxes
are the most common application. The standard specifying minimum creepage and
clearance distances and a level of environmental protection (IP54[3]) to ensure that
hazardous faults are unlikely to occur.

For active circuits and systems however, the energy limitation principles of Intrinsic
safety are more readily applied. The definition of an intrinsically safe circuit to
BS5501, part 7 [2G] is "A circuit in which no spark or any thermal effect produced
in the test conditions prescribed in this standard (which include normal operating
and specified fault conditions) is capable of causing ignition or a given explosive
atmosphere".
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This is achieved by restricting the maximum voltages and currents which may occur
in a circuit as well as limiting any energy storage devices, such as inductors or
capacitors, to below recognised thresholds. AU the permitted values are in fact
closely interrelated both to each other and to the gas group of concern. The fault
tolerance is achieved by under running all safety critical components and by
duplicating or triplicating, corresponding to the classifications 'ib' and 'ia'
respectively, all fallible safety components.
When evaluating the type of protection to apply in any given circumstance different
techniques are required when an explosive atmosphere is constantly present to those
needed when the probability of an explosive atmosphere developing is remote. The
approach is to require the equipment to have a lower hazardous fault probability as
the probability of an explosive atmosphere increases; this limits the overall risk. The
internationally accepted method of implementing this concept is to use an area
classification scheme, the location of interest being categorised into 'Zones'. In Great
Britain this classification is into three sections BS5345 [4]
'Zone 0':

In which an explosive gas or air mixture is continuously present or
present for long periods.

'Zone 1':

In which an explosive gas or air mixture is likely to occur in normal
operation.

'Zone 2':

In which an explosive gas or air mixture is not likely to occur in
normal operation and if it does occur it will exist only for a short
time.

Any other area is deemed non-hazardous and normal electrical installation standards
then apply. The types of protection permitted in a given zone are summarised in
Table 1.0. It is here that the difference in application of 'ia' and 'ib' certification
becomes apparent. In zone 0 an ignitable gas may be constantly present and
therefore 'ia' with its two fault tolerance satisfies the 'Two independent events
before an unsafe situation' criteria. It is the facility for use in 'Zone 0' together with
the cost and size advantages of EExia/ib design which makes I.S design the
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preferred approach to low power instrumentation systems. In some circumstances,
notably mining, I.S design is enforced as all non-I.S equipment is turned off in the
event of a gas build up. The energy limitation of intrinsically safe design however
also applies to a network of separate instruments, where it is possible for the energy
distributed among them to be summed. Isolation of devices on a network can hence
become an important consideration in a telemetry systems design.

1.2 Telemetry Systems
Until recently analogue transmission has been the basis of the vast majority of
industrial telemetry systems. This is partly historical in that no alternative was
available when the majority of existing plant was installed and partly due to the
effects of standardisation. The existing investment in equipment conforming to
analogue standards such as 4-20 mA [5] and 5-15Hz [6] and the general acceptance
of these techniques results in a reluctance to change to a new and unproven method
unless there is a distinct advantage to the newer approach. The principal factors in
the selection of a transmission system are those of economics and noise, analogue
transmission requiring the use of a separate cable for each signal (sensor or
actuator) on a network. This results in a topology which takes the form of a
centralised Data Aquisition System

Zone

Type of protection

0

Intrinsic safety
Special Protection

1

2

General principle
EExla

Energy limitation
Special protection

Any type suitable for zone 0
Flameproofing
Intrinsic safety
Pressurisation
Increased safety
Encapsulation
Special protection

EExd
EExib
EExp
EExe
EExm
EExs

Explosion confinement
Energy limitation
Exclude atmosphere
Refined design
Exclude atmosphere
Various

Oil immersion
Power filling

EExo
EExq

Exclude atmosphere
Exclude atmosphere

Table 1.0: Selection of apparatus according to zone of risk
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(DAS) (Figure 1.1) where signals are A/D converted and processed at the central
site. This approach can result in a processing bottleneck at the computer interface
where many analogue signals have to be converted and sampled all within the
minimum acceptable response time of the system.
The development which has allowed alternative approaches is that of the intelligent
transducer or smart sensor [7] (Figure 1.2). In this case the signal is digitised at the
sensor itself which allows both digital transmission and signal processing at source.
This preprocessing may be used to counteract cross sensitivities or non-linearities in
the sensing element in ways not readily achieved with the centralised approach.
Such sensor based intelligence also allows the use of less ideal cheaper sensing
components than could otherwise be used, as well as providing an easier interface
to recently developed sensors designed to give a direct digital output [8]. This
digital transmission capability when used with a suitable protocol leads to the
concept of a decentralised DAS (Figure 1.3) where each sensor has its own
processor and a link into a communication network. The physical medium used for
the system itself depends on the data rate and the particular environment under
consideration. Wire systems are most common although some radio based devices
are also now available commercially [9], fibre optics are still to make any major
headway in this area for reasons explained later.

Under normal conditions the use of an optical fibre for a transducer instrumentation
bus could not normally be justified.

The required data rate, and therefore

bandwidth, of the bus is generally only a small fraction of the potential offered by
the use of fibre. It is this use of the high bandwidth that normally offsets the extra
difficulties encountered in using fibre. The property of an optical fibre that alters
the situation in this case is the intrinsic safety requirement of a bus for use in a
hazardous environment.
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As previously mentioned one of the requirements of intrinsic safety is the galvanic
isolation between individual units on a distributed system to avoid the summing of
the energy distributed around a network, which could occur under a fault condition.
Some doubts have been expressed about the safety of fibre in a hazardous
environment but work so far carried out [10, 11] indicates that the optical power
densities normally encountered are unlikely to induce ignition of an explosive gas
mixture.

1.3 Research Objectives
The aim of this research program has been to realise a fibre optic telemetry system
for the transmission of environmental monitoring data in a mining environment v/ith
all its inherent restrictions. The network had therefore to be compatible with the
isolation and power requirements of Intrinsically Safe design, low power
consumption also being necessary due to the battery backup requirement of safety
systems. The geography of most mine installations favours multidrop structures
which can be easily reconfigured as the mine is extended as a part of normal
operations, this however needs to be achieved with the minimum number of
interconnections due to the problems of forming a reliable low loss fibre connection
underground.

1.3.1 Programme of Work and Structure of Thesis
The initial phase of the research programme consisted of an assessment of existing
and newly emerging telemetry systems for use in industrial environments. At that
time very few digital systems existed, most instrumentation signalling being via
analogue transmission schemes. Significant effort was subsequently required in the
development of systems for Southampton Transducer Protocol (STP), a RS485 based
multidrop bus, and the Simple Asynchronous Protocol (SAP), a transformer isolated,
FSK, intrinsically safe multidrop bus. These activities are detailed in Chapter 2.
In conjunction with the assessment of existing wire systems, an investigation of
optical techniques applicable to a fibre multidrop bus suitable for use in distributed
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instrumentation systems was also performed.

The results of the fibre optic

investigations in Chapter 3 indicated a need for a system using unbroken fibre with
some form of intrinsic fibre modulation scheme. Two different modulation methods
were then researched and evaluated as described in Chapter 4.

The outcome of the fibre optic work on unbroken fibre modulation was the need for
a transmission protocol suitable for use on a unidirectional transmission channel.
The system developed uses a stochastic time division multiplexing technique which
was derived and then simulated to verify the expected performance, as detailed in
Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 describes a RS485 based implementation of the stochastic protocol which
used twisted pair as the physical link. This evaluation/demonstration network was
based on a custom designed interface card for a host computer and a number of
microcontroller based outstations. The resulting system proved not only the viability
of the stochastic bus but had sufficient potential as a novel telemetry technique to
be patented for commercial exploitation (Appendix 6).

2.1

Chapter 2 Transducer networks
The problem of defining and implementing a digital communication network is not
a trivial one due to the large number of system parameters open to selection. To
overcome the problems of complexity and incompatibility that can arise as a result
the international standards organisation (ISO) proposed a 7 layer model (Figure 2.0)
[12] as a guide in communications systems design. The model separates out the
various system functions from the application data at the highest level to the
physical link at the lowest. The division of function is now accepted as the optimum
approach to network design although few implementations use all 7 layers; in most
cases layers are merged or subdivided to optimise performance.

2.1 Three layer model
For an instrumentation bus the complexity of the full ISO model is unnecessary and
may be too restricting for real time control applications. Under these circumstances
the middle layers may be collapsed down into a single layer giving a simplified 3
layer model of link, transport, and application (Figure 2.1)

2.1.1 Link Level
The link level provides the physical connection between nodes on the system and
defines the signalling system to be used. There are an almost limitless number of
possible topologies available when constructing a network but they can usually all
be described in terms of a few standard structures.

The previously described

centralised DAS is an example of a star network (Figure 2.2) where connections
radiate out from a central node. This is in many ways the easiest to use, there being
no need for the inclusion of identification information in the data transmissions
since the source is given implicitly by the link from which it derived, although it is
possible to confuse the inputs at configuration. This can be overcome in a digital
system by making all transducers self identifying.

2.2
Application

Presentation
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Transport
Application D a t a
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D a t a link

Transport
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Figure 2.1: Reduced 3 layer model

Figure 2.0: ISO seven layer model
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Ring structures (Figure 2.3) use a different strategy where data passes cyclically
around the network between active nodes. The chief disadvantage of such a system
is one of reliability; although reconfigurable rings have been developed to cope with
link failure, the susceptibility of the whole system to collapse on a node fault is still
a largely unsolved problem. The most common topology is that of the multidrop bus
(Figure 2.4) which is emerging as the preferred form and is the basis of most of the
proposed and recently developed systems.

2.1.2 Transport
The transport layer provides a mechanism for the transfer of data between nodes
which is transparent to the application data and the processes which utilise it. The
mechanism is responsible for the detection and correction of errors and proper
ordering and priority handling of the data transmissions over the network. The
possible options for the transport layer are, as in the link layer, numerous: token
passing, master slave polling and ethemet style approaches have all been utilised in
various forms.

2.1.3 Application
The application layer is the one most open to interpretation and the area where
standards are least likely to be achieved. Modem digital instruments are capable of
returning considerably more information than a pure instrument reading (type,
range, internal status, battery condition etc.) and each manufacturer will assign
different priorities and forms of data representation to these various parameters.
Most application standards that have been so far developed are therefore normally
specific to a supplier but the isolation of application and transport operations in a
system allow different devices to still use the same network.

2.4

2.2 Implementations
The application of the three layer model can best be illustrated by the various
protocols that have already been developed in the instrumentation field and fit the
ideal to a greater or lesser extent.
2.2.1 Southampton Transducer Protocol
The Southampton Transducer Protocol (STP) [13] does not conform to the ISO layer
model but instead combines the transport and application layers by using a simple
message passing technique, the link being multidrop bus based on RS485 differential
transmission [14]. The protocol itself is a single master multiple slave system where
each slave has a unique address and may only transmit on the bus in response to a
request from the master. The data is transmitted in packets and is byte orientated
using an ASCII [15] representation of the data and address information. Master
transmissions (Figure 2.5) consist of a start character which identifies it asfiromthe
master, a three digit address field and a command code. The code type indicates the
size of the optional data field when appropriate and the packet is terminated by two
control characters. The slave response (Figure 2.6) is again started by a unique start
character which indicates its source as a slave and should therefore be ignored by
other slaves on the system. The start byte is followed by the address, a transducer
type code, a two byte data format descriptor and the duplicated data field.
Transmissions are again terminated by two control characters. Using ASCII within
the protocol eliminates the need for byte stuffing (to avoid data bytes being received
as control bytes) and allows the direct monitoring of bus traffic. The disadvantages
of such a technique are the inefficiency resulting from the redundancy inherent in
an ASCII coded data format and the inclusion of protocol information (e.g. packet
length) in the data field.

Byte serial transmissions, as the link level of STP, enables standard computer
hardware to be used for the master station, and single chip microcontrollers for the
individual slave stations. This reduces the additional overhead of supporting the
protocol within an "intelligent instrument" to mainly a software cost, with a minimal
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additional hardware requirement, STP systems having been developed for both
monitoring and control based on this principle. The physical link in these cases has
been a twin twisted pair cable of up to 500 meters, one pair providing the signal the
second a +15V unregulated power supply, the cable screen being used as a OV
return. To allow interconnection of the bus to a standard RS232 serial port, level
translators have been developed to perform the required conversion, the RS232 RTS
signal being used as the data direction control line at the master (Figure 2.7). A
simplified version of this unit was then used to interface a standard terminal to the
bus as a system monitor (Appendix 1.0).
2.2.1.1 Environmental Monitoring System
The environmental monitoring system was configured to collect and display data
from 4 slave stations (Table 2.1) on the 500m multidrop bus. The master station
was a microcomputer programmed to poll each slave in turn, to validate the reply
and display graphically the resulting data (Figure 2.8). Transmissions on the bus
were at 1200 baud with a maximum allowed response delay and interbyte time out
period of 0.5 seconds. The main program core (Appendix 1.1) is an mfimte loop
which, after initialisation of internal variables and generation of the display screen,
polls each of the four configured addresses in turn, waiting for either a valid reply
or a time-out to occur, each address being tried three times before being flagged as
an error. To minimise execution time of the poll routines, all serial control and
timer handling was performed by assembler interrupt routines, the operating system
handlers being disabled. The system served to illustrate several of the advantages
of a digital system for communicating with remote transducers as well as
highlighting some of the problems inherent in the STP message passing technique.
The obvious advantage of the system is the use of a single cable to monitor several
transducers which return their readings in standard linearised units. Disadvantages
with the system are also apparent especially those arising from the combming of
application and protocol information within the message format. This is most clearly
illustrated by the replies from the magnetic field and temperature sensors both have
their data fields described as D3 (three decimal digits) when the magnetic sensor in
fact replies with a four digit data field (three decimal digits plus sign). To correctly
receive these two formats requires the protocol to know which data format to expect
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Figure 2.8: STP environmental system display

Sensor Type

Address

Poll

Reply

Magnetic Field

100

*100M

: 100MTD3 ± DDD ± DDDCj^Lp

Temperature

loo

*100T

: 100MTD3DDDDDDCj^Lp

Strain (R)

300

*300T

:300RKD3DDDDDDCj^Lp

Flow

400

*400T

:400FLD3DDDDDDCj^Lp

Table 2.0: STP Environmental System Slave Configurations

